Background
==========

The Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) is a publicly available resource that manually curates a triad of chemical--gene, chemical--disease and gene--disease relationships from biomedical literature ([@bas042-B1] previous tasks in the BioCreative competition were focused on gene/protein name tagging and protein--protein interactions (PPIs) ([@bas042-B2],[@bas042-B3]), this new task addresses the problem of finding articles that include the triad of three entities: gene, chemical and disease that have important relationships ([@bas042-B4]). One can expect that effective approaches to this task will be beneficial for manual curation in CTD. Compared with previous BioCreative tasks, the CTD Triage task has the following differences: (i) target chemicals are explicitly given for training and test sets; (ii) entities to be identified are chemical, gene and disease names and (iii) the available training set is quite limited.In the BioCreative PPI article classification tasks (ACTs), protein names of interest were not given as parameters of the search. However, the CTD dataset consists of multiple groups categorized by their target chemicals, that is, a set of documents includes entity--entity relationship information relevant to a specific chemical name. Ideally, one can extract an entity--entity relationship directly from text and use this information for deciding whether an article is of interest, but this is impossible for a system without the relation extraction capability.

The second problem is that chemical and disease mentions should be identified along with gene mentions. Named entity recognition (NER) has been a main research topic for a long time in the biomedical text-mining community. The common strategy for NER is either to apply certain rules based on dictionaries and natural language processing techniques ([@bas042-B5][@bas042-B7]) or to apply machine learning approaches such as support vector machines (SVMs) and conditional random fields ([@bas042-B8][@bas042-B10]). However, most NER systems are class specific, i.e. they are designed to find only objects of one particular class or set of classes ([@bas042-B11]). This is natural because chemical, gene and disease names have specialized terminologies and complex naming conventions. In particular, gene names are difficult to detect because of synonyms, homonyms, abbreviations and ambiguities ([@bas042-B12],[@bas042-B13]). Moreover, there are no specific rules of how to name a gene that are actually followed in practice ([@bas042-B14]). Chemicals have systematic naming conventions, but finding chemical names from text is still not easy because there are various ways to express chemicals ([@bas042-B15],[@bas042-B16]). For example, they can be mentioned as IUPAC names, brand names, generic names or even molecular formulas. However, disease names in literature are more standardized ([@bas042-B17]) compared with gene and chemical names. Hence, using terminological resources such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus help boost the identification performance ([@bas042-B17],[@bas042-B18]). But, a major drawback of identifying disease names from text is that they often use general English terms.

The last problem in the Triage task is that the size of the training set is relatively small. For the Triage task, the numbers of positive and negative examples are only 1031 and 694, respectively. This is much smaller than the 20 000 training documents available for PPI ACTs. The small dataset is especially critical for data-driven systems utilizing machine learning methods.

Here, we assume the Triage task is an extension of the BioCreative III ACT, where PPI information is the only concern for prioritizing PubMed documents. Because both tasks are data driven and their goals are to find interaction information among specific entities, we basically follow the same framework ([@bas042-B19],[@bas042-B20]) developed for ACT. However, new issues in the Triage task are addressed by changing feature types and entity recognition approaches. We first assume that target chemicals can be mined through machine learning procedures if we seed correct features from PubMed, for example, MeSH and substance fields in PubMed citations. This is based on the fact that major topics are likely to appear in those fields. Second, a Semantic Model is introduced to identify multiple entities simultaneously. The Semantic Model obtains semantic relationships from PubMed and the UMLS semantic categories and other sources ([@bas042-B21]). Assuming the evidence describing entity--entity relationships can be found from multiple sentences, this new approach provides a simple way to determine relevant sentences. Third, latent topics are analyzed using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) ([@bas042-B22]) and used as a new feature type. The small number of training examples is not trivial for machine learning and, in particular, is harder to handle in a sparse data type such as text documents. The LDA method provides a semantic view of what is latent or hidden in text and enriches features for better separation between positive and negative examples.

In the official runs, our updated method achieved 0.857, 0.824 and 0.728 average precision scores for 'cyclophosphamide', 'phenacetin' and 'urethane' test sets, respectively, which allowed our system to be a top performer ([@bas042-B23]). This prioritization scheme was also integrated with a Web interface, PubTator ([@bas042-B24],[@bas042-B25]), for potentially assisting curators and received a positive review from the CTD curation team ([@bas042-B23]).

Materials and methods
=====================

[Figure 1](#bas042-F1){ref-type="fig"} depicts the overview of our article prioritization method. For input articles, features are extracted in three different ways. One is word features including multiwords, MeSH terms and substance/journal names. The second is syntactic features based on dependency relationships between words. The third is topic features obtained from LDA. After feature extraction procedures, a large margin classifier with Huber loss function ([@bas042-B26]) is utilized for learning and prioritizing articles. The following subsections describe these feature types. Figure 1Our article prioritization method for the BioCreative 2012 Triage task. For input articles, features are generated in three different ways: word features including multiwords, MeSH terms and substance/journal names; semantic features utilizing dependency relations and a Semantic Model; topic features are extracted by LDA topic modeling.

Word features from PubMed
-------------------------

Multiwords are known as *n*-grams, where *n* consecutive words are considered as features. Here, we use unigrams and bigrams from titles and abstracts. MeSH is a controlled vocabulary for indexing and searching biomedical literature. These terms are included as features because MeSH terms are used to indicate the topics of an article. In detail, MeSH terms are also handled as unigrams and bigrams. In the Triage task, target chemicals are designated for a set of articles, and journals are treated differently in the CTD rule-based system (<http://www.biocreative.org/tasks/bc-workshop-2012/Triage>). Therefore, substances and journal names are extracted from PubMed and used as word features.

Semantic features for identifying entity relationships
------------------------------------------------------

This feature identifies interactions or relationships among entities by syntactically analyzing sentences. By using a dependency parser ([@bas042-B27]), a head word and a dependent word are determined as a two-word combination. Because our goal is to find relationships between two entities, any words indicating relations are likely placed in the head position, whereas their corresponding entities will be placed in the dependent position. Thus, we only consider dependent words as candidate entities. For example, verbs and conjunctions are removed from this process.

For the NER method, we use a vector space approach to modeling semantics ([@bas042-B28]) and compute our vectors as described in ([@bas042-B29]) except we ignore the actual mutual information and just include a component of 1 if the dependency relation occurs at all for a word, else the component is set to 0. We constructed our vector space from all single tokens (a token must have an alphabetic character) throughout the titles and abstracts of the records in the whole of the PubMed database based on a snapshot of the database taken in January 2012. We included only tokens that occurred in the data sufficient to accumulate 10 or more dependency relations. There were just over 750 000 token types that satisfied this condition and are represented in the space. We then took all the single tokens and all head words from multitoken strings in the categories 'chemical', 'disease' and 'gene' from an updated version of the SemCat database ([@bas042-B21]) and placed all the other SemCat categories similarly processed into a category 'other'. We considered only the tokens in these categories that also occurred in our semantic vector space and applied SVM learning to the four resulting disjoint semantic classes in a one-against-all strategy to learn how to classify into the different classes.

The Semantic Model is an efficient and general way to identify words indicating an entity type. Unlike other NER approaches, this model decides a target class solely based on a single word. However, evaluating only single tokens may increase false positives. To overcome this pitfall, we assume that a relevant document mentions entity--entity relationships multiple times at the sentence level. Hence, if two different entity types are found in a sentence, we assume this sentence includes an entity--entity relationship. By counting the number of entity--entity relationship sentences, *c*, discretized numbers are obtained as follows: 1 for *c* \< 2, 2 for *c* = 2, 3 for *c* = 3, 4 for *c* = 4 and 5 for *c* \> 4. These numbers are then used as nominal features.

Topic features
--------------

Along with semantic features, topic features are newly added to address the Triage problem. LDA is a generative probabilistic model in which documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, and each topic is characterized by a distribution over words ([@bas042-B22]). There is some evidence that LDA topics can provide features with better generalization properties when there is little training data ([@bas042-B30]). We pooled the whole CTD (<http://ctdbase.org>) and the Triage training set. In our application of LDA, we used the model as put forward in ([@bas042-B22]) and calculated the model using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation as described in ([@bas042-B31]). For LDA topic modeling, we took the parameters based on the setting used in ([@bas042-B31]) as follows:

Here, 'topn' is the number of topics, *α* is the Dirichlet prior on topic distributions, and *β* is the Dirichlet prior on word distributions. The small value of *β* is chosen so that these topics are well filled. This choice of *β* and number of topics seemed to produce topics of the right size to make useful features for the classification problem we are dealing with. A larger choice of *β* tended to produce many sparse topics and a few that contained most of the terminology.

Huber classifiers
-----------------

The Huber classifier ([@bas042-B32]) is a variant of SVM. This method determines feature weights that minimize the modified Huber loss function ([@bas042-B26]), which is a function that replaces the hinge loss function commonly used in SVM learning.

Let *T* denote the size of the training set, the binary feature vector of the *i*th pair in the training set be denoted by *X~i~*, *y~i~* = 1 if the pair is annotated as positive and *y~i~* = −1 otherwise, *w* denote a vector of feature weights, of the same length as *X~i~*, *θ* denote a threshold parameter and *λ* denote a regularization parameter. Then the cost function is given by where the function *h* is the modified Huber loss function. The values of the parameters, *w* and *θ* minimizing *C* are determined using a gradient descent algorithm. The regularization parameter *λ* is computed from the training set as follows: where is the average Euclidean norm of the feature vectors in the training set. The parameter was tuned to maximize average precisions for the CTD Triage training set, and it was set to 0.0001 for official runs.

Entity annotation and user interface
------------------------------------

As a requirement for the Triage task, chemical, gene and disease actors should be annotated for result submission. Although entity annotation can be combined with an article prioritization method, our approach does not use fully annotated names for genes, chemicals and diseases. As mentioned earlier, the proposed method makes its decision based on the features of single words obtained from dependency parsing. As a result, we currently cannot obtain gene/chemical/disease actors directly from the proposed system. However, our experimental setup makes individual processes independent. Thus, each module can be replaced with other similar approaches as desired. This applies to our feature selection, machine learning classifiers and even entity/actor annotations.

Because official runs should be submitted with actor information as well as prioritized articles, we used PubTator ([@bas042-B24]) for annotating entities and providing a Web interface for the Triage task. PubTator is a Web-based tool that is developed for creating, saving and exporting annotations. PubTator was customized to have a tailored output for combining the results of article ranking and bioconcept annotation. The CTD curation team also rated this Web interface outstanding ([@bas042-B23]).

Results and discussion
======================

Dataset
-------

The CTD Triage set is categorized by 11 target chemicals, which contain '2-acetylaminofluorene', 'amsacrine', 'aniline', 'aspartame', 'doxorubicin', 'indomethacin', 'quercetin' and 'raloxifene' for training and 'cyclophosphamide', 'phenacetin' and 'urethane' for testing. Even though the total number of documents is 1725 (1031 positives and 694 negatives), each subset has a different ratio in the number of positive and negative examples. In this setup, it is not easy to tune a data-driven system for addressing both balanced and unbalanced datasets. Thus, we optimize our system to achieve the best performance on averaged ranking scores, i.e. for each run, the proposed system is trained by using seven target chemicals in turn and the eighth is used for testing. The parameters are tuned to obtain the best MAP (Mean Average Precision) as an average for the eight runs. Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the mean of average precision scores. For a given ranking, the average precision is the average of all precisions computed at ranks containing relevant documents. Higher MAP scores indicate a system places more relevant documents in top ranks. [Table 1](#bas042-T1){ref-type="table"} shows the target chemicals and the number of positive and negative examples in the CTD Triage set. Note that the three test chemicals shown in the table were not known during the system development period. Table 1DatasetDatasetChemical namesPositivesNegativesTotalTraining2-Acetylaminofluorene8197178Amsacrine373269Aniline100126226Aspartame46110156Doxorubicin13861199Indomethacin76985Quercetin392150542Raloxifene161109270TestCyclophosphamide10747154Phenacetin652186Urethane10698204[^1]

Utilizing semantic and topic features
-------------------------------------

The proposed method in the Triage task includes new feature types: semantic and topic features. The semantic feature utilizes a new NER scheme termed a Semantic Model, and the topic feature uses LDA for obtaining latent topics.

The Semantic Model classifies single words to 'gene', 'chemical', 'disease' or 'other'. [Table 2](#bas042-T2){ref-type="table"} presents the number of strings in each class and the NER performance on the four different classes. From a 10-fold cross-validation, the Semantic Model produces 0.914, 0.868, 0.706 and 0.912 MAP scores for 'gene', 'chemical', 'disease' and 'other', respectively. This does not mean the Semantic Model can produce a good performance in general; however, it shows that the Semantic Model has a reasonably good discriminative power on this four-class dataset. Although this procedure is efficient for identifying multiple entities in text, it may produce incorrect predictions even with our assumption that a positive document has multiple evidences at the sentence level. For this reason, it is important to include the other features that we consider to obtain good triage performance. Table 2Semantic classes and the classification performance for the semantic modelClass nameGeneChemicalDiseaseOtherNumber of strings70 83249 8007589113 815Mean average precision0.9140.8680.7060.912[^2]

[Tables 3](#bas042-T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#bas042-T4){ref-type="table"} show the average precision changes when semantic and topic features are added to word features. 'BASE' means word features without substance and journal names from PubMed. 'IXN' and 'TOPIC' mean semantic and topic features, respectively. All feature combinations in the tables use the 'BASE' feature type, but add 'IXN' and 'TOPIC' alternatively. The difference between [Tables 3](#bas042-T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#bas042-T4){ref-type="table"} is whether the full CTD set is used to augment training. All PubMed IDs were downloaded from the CTD database and used as positives. Due to some duplicates, PubMed IDs appeared in both training and testing are removed from the training set. From the averaged ranking performance, it is difficult to say which feature type contributes more. [Table 3](#bas042-T3){ref-type="table"} shows more performance improvement when semantic features are used. In [Table 4](#bas042-T4){ref-type="table"}, adding topic feature provides better performance improvement. However, these two feature types are important because the ranking performance reaches top scores only when both features are used. Table 3Average precision changes with Triage (training) + Triage (testing)Chemical namesBASEIXNTOPICIXN + TOPIC2-Acetylaminofluorene0.67020.6742**0.6969**0.6956Amsacrine**0.6980**0.69560.67730.6848Aniline0.77650.78910.7887**0.8006**Aspartame0.4845**0.5096**0.46870.4859Doxorubicin0.86100.8627**0.8690**0.8689Indomethacin0.9758**0.9766**0.97480.9751Quercetin**0.9315**0.93130.93100.9313Raloxifene0.80600.81070.8152**0.8191**Average performance0.77540.78120.7777**0.7827**[^3] Table 4Average precision changes with CTD (training) + Triage (testing)Chemical namesBASEIXNTOPICIXN + TOPIC2-Acetylaminofluorene0.67760.67760.6814**0.7096**Amsacrine0.72020.73080.7468**0.7577**Aniline0.76250.75420.7477**0.7677**Aspartame0.49020.49580.5269**0.5388**Doxorubicin0.87670.88280.8871**0.8937**Indomethacin0.96080.9610**0.9621**0.9604Quercetin0.9186**0.9190**0.91620.9189Raloxifene**0.7820**0.78030.77370.7661Average performance0.77360.77520.7802**0.7891**[^4]

[Table 5](#bas042-T5){ref-type="table"} shows overall performance changes for different dataset, feature and classifier combinations. The last column is the configuration we used for the official run. Compared with Bayes classifiers (first column), the proposed method improves average precisions up to 5% on average. Note that test examples were always excluded from the training set in both 'Triage' and 'CTD' experiments. 'All Proposed Features' in [Table 5](#bas042-T5){ref-type="table"} includes the substance/journal name features, and this accounts for the improvements seen over [Table 4](#bas042-T4){ref-type="table"} results. Table 5Overall performance (average precision) changes for different dataset, feature and classifier combinationsTraining setTriageCTDFeatureMultiword featuresAll proposed featuresClassifierBayesHuberHuberHuber2-Acetylaminofluorene**0.7151**0.68120.70550.6932Amsacrine0.58800.66760.6850**0.7411**Aniline0.75890.7646**0.8000**0.7708Aspartame0.37550.45200.4890**0.5902**Doxorubicin0.84340.87180.8689**0.8895**Indomethacin0.95990.9699**0.9761**0.9626Quercetin0.90680.9176**0.9321**0.9227Raloxifene0.79130.7940**0.8175**0.7759Average performance0.74240.76480.7843**0.7933**[^5]

Official performance on the Triage test set
-------------------------------------------

For the official run, we trained the proposed system by enriching positive examples from the CTD database. Even though the prediction in this setup favors the positive label more, it improves ranking performance. [Table 6](#bas042-T6){ref-type="table"} presents the performance on the official Triage test data. Our method obtained 0.857, 0.824 and 0.728 MAP scores for 'cyclophosphamide', 'phenacetin' and 'urethane', respectively. Because our system produces only a ranking result, the gene, chemical and disease name detection was performed by PubTator. For entity recognition, PubTator also produced a good result by obtaining 0.426, 0.647 and 0.456 hit rates for gene, chemical and disease names, respectively. Table 6Official performance on the Triage test setChemical namesAPHit rateGeneChemicalDiseaseCyclophosphamide0.8570.3390.5930.646Phenacetin0.8240.6270.6670.333Urethane0.7280.3110.6810.389Average performance0.8030.4260.6470.456[^6]

[Table 7](#bas042-T7){ref-type="table"} shows the MAP scores for top-ranking teams ([@bas042-B23]). Team 130 basically uses co-occurrences between entities, which concept is similar to our semantic features. Team 133 applies a simple strategy utilizing a number of entities and a number of sentences in a document. From these results, it is clear that relation extraction is not necessary to achieve high MAP scores. The effectiveness of using co-occurrence between entities, however, needs to be explored more because not all teams using co-occurrence obtained high MAP scores in BioCreative 2012. Even though the top three teams achieved the best score on different target chemicals, our method produced the best overall score on test set. The average performances of over all participants were 0.7617, 0.8171 and 0.6649 for 'cyclophosphamide', 'phenacetin' and 'urethane', respectively. Table 7Average precision comparison among top MAP scoring teamsChemical namesTeamsOur teamTeam 130Team 133Cyclophosphamide**0.8570**0.77400.7220Phenacetin0.82400.8020**0.8750**Urethane0.7280**0.7600**0.6660Mean average precision**0.8030**0.77870.7543[^7]

Conclusions
===========

Here, we present our updated system framework for the CTD Triage task. The Triage task is a newly introduced topic, where documents should be prioritized in terms of chemical--gene interactions, chemical--disease relationships and gene--disease relationships. This task is especially challenging because of multiple entities and the small number of training examples. To tackle these issues, a semantic model is used to obtain semantic features and LDA is used to produce latent topics. Applied to the Triage test set, our official run ranked the first in MAP score. A customized interface using PubTator also received a positive review by achieving the second ranking performance on NER.

Even though the current setup provides good performance on article prioritization and entity recognition, there are still some difficulties to be overcome. Our Semantic Model does not produce fully annotated predictions for gene, chemical and disease names. As in BioCreative III, we also found that accurate NER is a critical component for this Triage task. Therefore, an integrated solution for finding relevant articles and identifying full entity names is an important subject for future research. For topic features, the number of topics is manually chosen considering the size of the dataset. However, it would be desirable to have a systematic way to automatically assign the number of topics.
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[^1]: The training and test sets include eight and three target chemicals, respectively. Because the ratio of positive and negative examples varies with target chemicals, our system is tuned to achieve high MAP score on the training chemicals.

[^2]: The second row contains the number of unique strings in the four different classes. The last row shows the MAP scores from a 10-fold cross-validation to learn how to distinguish each class from the union of the other three.

[^3]: The Triage dataset is used for training and testing in a leave-one (chemical)-out approach. 'BASE' means word features without substance/journal names. 'IXN' and 'TOPIC' mean semantic and topic features, respectively. 'BASE' features are used for all the experiments.

[^4]: Again a leave-one-out train and test procedure is followed. The full dataset was downloaded from the CTD database and used to augment the training. Any duplicates appearing in both training and testing sets were removed from the training set. 'BASE' uses word features without substance/journal names. 'IXN' and 'TOPIC' mean semantic and topic features, respectively. 'BASE' features are used for all the experiments.

[^5]: 'Triage' means the Triage training set is used for training. 'CTD' means the full CTD set is used to augment the positive set and negatives are from the Triage set. Again a leave-one-out train and test scenario are used. 'Bayes' and 'Huber' indicate Bayes and Huber classifiers, respectively.

[^6]: AP, average precision. 'Hit Rate' is the fraction of extracted terms that are matched with manually curated entities (precision).

[^7]: Team 130 uses co-occurrences between entities and their network centralities for document ranking. Team 133 uses document scores obtained from entity frequencies and the number of sentences for ranking. The average performance over all participants was 0.7617, 0.8171 and 0.6649 for 'cyclophosphamide', 'phenacetin' and 'urethane', respectively.
